UAB 5K RUN/WALK & 1 MILE FUN RUN ROUTE (MAP NOT TO SCALE)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Run begins on University Blvd. between 13th and 14th St. and runs E to 14th St., turns right and runs to 10th Ave. S., turns right and runs to intersection of 10th Ave. S. with 11th Ave. S. and turns right into parking lot adjacent to 1055 11th St. S., runners stay to the outside of the parking lot around the concrete islands and turn N. out of the lot to an access street adjacent to the "Special Studies Bldg" and runs to access street adjacent to the tennis courts, turns right and runs to 12th St. adjacent to the baseball field and continues N. to cross University Blvd and turns right into the parking lot adjacent to the Bell Bldg. and runs around outside of concrete islands to the 13th St. side access, turns left and runs to 6th Ave. S., turns right and runs to 14th St., turns right and runs to 7th Ave. S., turns left and runs to 16th St., turns right and runs to 11th Ave. S., turns right and runs to 14th St., turns right and runs to 10th Ave. S., turns left and runs to 13th St., turns right and runs to University Blvd., turns right and crosses Start Line and runs to 14th St., turns right and finishes on 14th St.

Race packets will be available during registration on race day